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Exhibit Profile：

Optical Telecommunications System Equipment, Optical Telecommunications Components 

(Passive & Active), Optical Cables & Fibers/ Optical Sensors, and Optical Measurement 

Equipment and Devices, Optical Component Production Equipment, Broadcasting Optical 

Transmission Equipment, ICT System Equipment, IDC, Data Center Infrastructure, etc.

Target Visitors:

In recent years, China has seen rapid growth of its optical telecommunication industry. Now China 

is the world’s biggest optical telecommunication market, boasting a comprehensive  industry 

chain. Thanks to demands for data centers and 5G technology, optical components and modules 

are embracing business opportunities. 

CIOE 2019 is a professional event that covers the whole optoelectronics industry, among which 

the optical communications expo includes optical telecommunications system equipment, optical 

fibers and cables, optical telecommunications components and data centers. It offers a one-stop 

service platform for system integrators, operators, and internet service providers to seek products, 

innovative technologies, and turnkey solutions.

System Integrators, Operators, Internet Service Providers, IDC, Internet, 

Financial Institutions, and companies relevant to Optical Components, Optical 

Modules, Optical Cables and Fibers, Materials and Accessories

Key Exhibitors:

Photonics technologies & 
applications in Data Center
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1C13

Yunhai series products are integrated with all subsystems of data 

center infrastructure including UPS, power supply and distribution 

system, refrigeration system, intelligent management and security 

system, cabinet system, fire control system (optional), integrated 

wiring pre-terminal system (optional), which can be directly used to 

deploy IT equipment. It truly has the advantages of high integration, 

rapid deployment, plug and play, intelligent management, on-

demand expansion, flexible customization, convenient and efficient, 

etc., effectively meeting the needs of many traditional computer 

room renovation. This overall solution is mainly aimed at industries 

including intelligent architecture, finance, education, medical care, 

government affairs, public security, small and micro enterprises and 

various applications of edge computing scenarios. With three 

prominent advantages, it satisfies the unique business forms of 

customers in these industries, including simplifying the planning and 

design process of customer data center. Save more than 60% of 

deployment time and TCO overall cost of ownership; It can be easily 

deployed according to the requirements of different customer 

business scenarios to achieve high availability and energy efficiency.

1B77

CIOE2019 数据中心主题参观路线

Zhejiang Shipgroup Electronic technology Co.,Ltd

Yunhai series miniature data center

East Point Communication Technology Co., Ltd.

Data center ultra-low loss 8 core /32 core MTP pre-connected 
fiber optic cabling system

We use advanced production equipment, high-precision 

components, reliable process flow, scientific control and 

management to manufacture ultra-low loss eight-core pre-

connection fiber wiring products for high-speed data centers. We 

are committed to helping partners apply better wiring solutions and 

technologies to quality data center projects in China. This product 

can not only support the new 100G network applications of all kinds 

of architectures (leaf-spine, TOR, etc.), but also provide data center 

users and installers with a passive transmission platform with more 

redundant performance, more reliable and longer distance 

transmission.
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4629、4630

1D82

CIOE2019 数据中心主题参观路线

Shenzhen Launch Digital Technology Co.,Ltd

IDC Data room robot solution

Lang chi IDC data center inspection robot intelligent system 

solutions, in a variety of forms of intelligent inspection robot 

system for the core, the user can choose the wheeled robot, 

hanging rail type inspection robot, entirely replace artificial, 

complete the data room environment, cabinets, battery, 

power source and the air conditioning system carry on the 

omni-directional mobile devices such as three-dimensional 

environment monitoring, data linkage mobile visualization, 3 

d inspection, access permissions management, site 

management monitoring, remote expert assistance diagnosis, 

voice analysis, alarm confirm inspection testing tasks.

EI Communications

Outdoor integrated cabinet

Outdoor network cabinet can be used to install audio, optical 

fiber, digital units and various routers, switches and other 

equipment, widely used in digital fiber communication, 

computer network systems, building wiring systems and other 

fields. The cabinet can be used in various outdoor 

environments.
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4B03

4309、4310

CIOE2019 数据中心主题参观路线

Yuyao Sunpln Communication Equipment Co.,Ltd

Network cabinet

Shangpln network cabinets are designed and developed 

in accordance with international unified standards, and 

conform to EIA-310-7, IEC297-2,DIN41491, etc.High

quality, high load bearing, easy to install and flexible, 

humanized design, surface electrostatic spraying in line 

with European RoHS environmental standards.

Guangzhou Eastlans Photoelectric Communication Technology Co.,Ltd

40G/100G MTP/MPO Fiber optic wiring system

40 G / 100 G modular data center connected MTP/MPO 

high-density optical fiber cabling system, is the core part 

of this system switches, routers, servers, storage, and 

high density of module connected to the equipment box, 

optical fiber distribution frame, and the connection MTP 

trunk, fiber optic jumper, etc., to form a simulation data 

center room wiring system. This  system can be widely 

used in cloud computing data center, 5G fog computing 

edge data center, IDC data center of various sizes, and 

telecom operator room. It also meets CORD's 

requirements for high-speed network infrastructure 

facilities.
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1C52

● PAM4 Modulation ● 8 independent 

electrical input/output channels ● 4 

independent parallel optical lanes ● MPO-12 

optical connector ● Up to 500m/1km link on 

SM fiber ● Power Consumption＜12W

1B05
400G QSFP-DD LR8

1B52

CIOE2019 数据中心主题参观路线

Innolight Technology (Suzhou) Co.,Ltd

400G OSFP

Solectron has a comprehensive portfolio of 400G 

OSFP optical communication modules, including 

4x50Gx2 and 4X100G architecture solutions. The 

products comply with IEEE 802.3bs and OSFP 

MSA standards and are mainly used in 400G 

Ethernet, data center and cloud networks.

Qingdao Hisense Broadband Multimedia Technologies Co., Ltd. 

400G QSFP-DD DR4

SOURCE PHOTONICS (CHENGDU) CO.,LTD

• Compliant with IEEE 802.3bs standard: –

400GBASE-LR8 optical interface; – 400GAUI-8 

electrical interface; • Compliant with QSFP-DD 

MSA HW Rev 3.0 with duplex LC connector; •

Case operating temperature 0°C to 70°C; • Up 

to 10km transmission on SMF
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1B70 

Product highlights: The transmission distance is 10km

2 specifications: 4*25G 4WDM10, 4*25G LWDM4 ultra-low power 

consumption, lower than 3.3w @ 25℃ industrial-grade high temperature 

can reach 95℃ test eye figure gain margin of about 40% fully comply 

with various international standard application scenarios 4*25G 

4WDM10 wireless pretransmission 4*25G LWDM4 transmission core 

features compatible with high-speed data differential signal I/O;MPO 

interface: fiber channel with 4 channels of sending and receiving in 

parallel 3.3v single power supply independent channel makes monitoring 

failure working temperature: -40℃ ~ +95℃/0 ℃ ~70 ℃ optical channel 

cost test is less than 0.7db.

1A60

1C06

CIOE2019 数据中心主题参观路线

Shenzhen Gigalight Technology Co.,Ltd

Gigalight 100G CFP-DCO Digital coherent light module

The 100G CFP-DCO digital coherent optical transceiver is a hot-

swappable CFP external optical module designed for high-speed optical 

network applications, including 100 gigabit Ethernet and OTU4.CAUI 

and OTL4.10 electrical interface and MDIO management interface are 

both built in modules. Customized development for data center 

interconnection (DCI), man applications, transmission distance of 100 

km, support P2P and DWDM transmission; The integrated optimization 

solution of silicon photonics technology can meet low power 

consumption (22W) applications while ensuring sufficient performance.

Shenzhen Kingsignal Technology Co., Ltd.

100G QSFP28 optical module

WuHan Rayoptek Technology Co. Ltd.

100G QSFP28 CWDM4 

Transmission data rate up to 26Gbit/s per channel; Up 

to 2km transmission of single mode fiber;Low power 

consumption <3.5W;Operating case temperature 0°C 

to +70°C.
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1C62 

25G series light module

25G SFP28、BIDI、CWDM， It is suitable for pre - and mid -

transmission for 5G.It can be applied to equipment supplier, 

system integration/engineering supplier, device/module, 

operator, optical communication, information 

processing/storage, Internet service provider.

1F01 

1A10

CIOE2019 数据中心主题参观路线

O-NET Information Technology (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.

MEMS Optical

Founded in October 2000, O-NET optical communications group is 

a high-tech wholly foreign-owned enterprise. It was successfully 

listed on the main board of Hong Kong in April 2010, with stock 

code 877.After years of efforts, it has established a leading 

position in the passive optical network devices industry, and has 

become one of the largest optical communication devices and 

modules suppliers in the world.

Shenzhen Ousent Technologies Co., Ltd.

optical module

1. Both SFP+ and XFP are 10G optical fiber modules, and can 

be interoperable with other 10G modules;2. SFP+ moves the 

signal modulation function, serial/disconnector, MAC, clock 

and data recovery (CDR) function, and electronic dispersion 

compensation (EDC) function from the module to the main 

board card due to its smaller size;3. XFP protocol: XFP MSA 

protocol;4. Protocol for compliance with SFP+ : IEEE 802.3ae, 

ruff-8431, ruff-8432;5. SFP+ is a more mainstream design.

Pacific (Liaocheng) Optoelectronic Technology Co., Ltd. 
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1B31

WDM SFP+

2C37

Optical  module

1A97

CIOE2019 数据中心主题参观路线

ShenZhen Sharetop Technology Co.,Ltd.

1.Support 10.0 Gbit/s transmission rate 2. Hot-plug SFP package 

3. Optional digital diagnostic function  4. Dual LC interface 5.

RoHS compliant and lead-free 6. Metal casing reduces 

electromagnetic interference 7. Low power consumption 8. 

Operating temperature: 0°C to 70°C (standard).

Wuhan Linktel Technologies Co.,Ltd

Connected technology provides 10G SFP+, XFP, 16G SFP+ products, 

including various CWDM and DWDM SFP+ and XFP package, transmission 

distance of 300m~120Km light module products.Products include double 

fiber and single fiber bi-directional package, commercial temperature, 

extended temperature and industrial temperature range, and comply with 

ieeee802.3ae, sf8472 and sf8431 protocols.Our products are widely used in 

transmission network, data center, wireless communication, server, switch, 

storage and access network.In terms of stable quality, mature technology 

and rapid delivery, it has been recognized by a large number of mainstream 

telecom operators and telecommunication equipment manufacturers.

High speed optical communication module FPC

1. FPC for optical devices and data centers.2. High-speed 

FPC for optical communication module, 10G, 40G, 100G, 

200G, 400G.4. DSN can assist in r&d, design, simulation, 

test and production.

Dongguan Longyi Electronic Technology Co.,Ltd.
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1B32

Flyin 10G SFP+ optical module is designed to 

transmit optical data through single-

mode/multi-mode optical fibers. Products in line 

with SFP+ MSA, good compatibility, high stability. 

Suitable for all levels of network interconnection.

1B62

1C76 

Integrated optical transceiver module, active fiber optic cable,
Optical passive devices、MPO/MTP

CIOE2019 数据中心主题参观路线

Shenzhen OpticKing Technology Co.,Ltd

The 100G QSFP28 optical module is specially designed for 

100G Ethernet 100GBASE-SR4 multi-link optical fiber link, 

supporting the wavelength transmission distance of 850nm 

up to 100m, and the extended operating temperature 

range from 0 to 85°C.

Shenzhen Flyin Optronics Co.,Ltd

SFP+ 10 gigabit light module

Shenzhen Hi-Optel Technology Co., Ltd.

100G Series

The 100G optical module comes in a variety of packaging 

forms, including the early CFP/CFP2/CFP4 and the new 

generation QSFP28. As popular solutions of 100G network, 

CFP series optical module and QSFP28 optical module 

both have many advantages and have a place in the 

specific application of 100G network.
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1A12

1A49

2550、2551

CIOE2019 数据中心主题参观路线

DONGGUAN TW-SCIE CO.,LTD

communication optical fiber cable

At present, the company's annual production capacity is: 10 million kilometers of 

outdoor fiber optic cable, 2 million jumpers; The annual sales volume is more than 

6 billion yuan, and the annual tax revenue is more than 30 million yuan. Our 

company has obtained quality management system certification, environmental 

management system certification, occupational health management system 

certification, Thayer certification, radio and television network access certificate, 

etc. At the same time, our company is a state-level high-tech enterprise, we have 

a fast production and delivery capacity, perfect product quality management 

system, perfect after-sales service is the guarantee of customer satisfaction.

Shenzhen Youngsun Com Optical Fiber Cable Co.,Ltd.

Leather cable

Leather cable is commonly known as suspension cable wiring. 1-12 colored 

optical fibers are composed of two FRP or steel wires, with simple structure, 

light weight and strong practicability. Unique groove design, easy stripping, 

convenient connection, simplified installation and maintenance; Low smoke 

halogen-free flame retardant polyethylene sheath or flame retardant PVC 

sheath, environmental protection. With a variety of field connector matching, 

it can be field terminal. Leather cable because of soft, light and other 

characteristics; Make it widely used in the access network; Leather cable 

technical name: access network with butterfly into the cable; In the shape of a 

butterfly; Also known as butterfly optical cable, 8 words optical cable.

HUANGSHI SUNSHINE OPTOELECTRONIC CO.,LTD

MPO High density fiber optic connector

MPO is a kind of miniaturized optical fiber connector that can realize high-

density interconnection. Sunshine optoelectronic company can provide 

MPO components and jumper wires of various types and structures. MT 

cores and spare parts used in the products are all imported from Japan, 

our products comply with IEC61754-7 standard and ROHS requirements
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Provide 100G/200G high-speed optical module and 

AOC cable connection solution and data center and 

access network high-density cable connection solution.

1C72

1B73CS connector

CIOE2019 数据中心主题参观路线10

Senko Advanced Components (Shenzhen) Co.,Ltd

CS connector is a new high-density connector from SENKO. 1U can 

accommodate up to 320 ports, and the panel density is 2.65 times that 

of LC dual-core connector. Compared with the panel design of ordinary 

LC connector, the most prominent feature of CS connector panel design 

is: 1 45RU cabinet can put 34 groups of 160 CS dual-core connection 

boards, the single-sided rack capacity is 5440 dual-core ports, a total of 

10880 optical fiber interfaces, and about 13RU cable management space.

Suzhou TFC Optical Communication Co., Ltd.

Cable connector products

QINGYUAN HYC HONGKONG CO., LTD

Fiber optic connector (data center high-density optical connector),
wavelength division multiplexer, optical divider

MEMS optical switch: based on microelectro-mechanical system 

technology, it is widely used in many fields such as MCS, OXC, iODF, 

optical circuit monitoring and switching, OTDR and optical fiber 

sensing. It can be integrated with WDM, PLC or PD to form multi-

function switch module. HYC's heat-free AWG passive module can 

provide 32 channels, 40 channels and 48 channels; It can be packaged 

in a metal box or in a 19-inch rack.16/32-core MPO connector can 

provide patented rod design, a variety of colors are optional, 

conventional springs and high-strength springs are optional, customer 

LOGO can be customized, in line with design standards and fire 

requirements, suitable for high-density assembly environment.
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2560、2561

2586、2587

CIOE2019 数据中心主题参观路线11

XDK Communication Equipment Huizhou Co., Ltd.

1x2 Coarse wavelength division multiplexer

CWDM is to use optical multiplexer to multiplex optical signals of different 

wavelengths to a single optical fiber for transmission. At the receiving end of 

the link, the mixed signals in the optical fiber are decomposed into signals of 

different wavelengths by means of optical demultiplexer and connected to the 

corresponding receiving equipment. CWDM adopts membrane filter to realize 

filtering, with low insertion loss, low polarization sensitivity, high return loss, 

high channel isolation, high stability and high reliability. It is widely used in 

man, CATV system and wideband wavelength division system.

Shenzhen SGX Optoelectronic Technology Co.,Ltd

MPO/MTP Polarity tester

MPO/MTP polarity tester is an intelligent product designed for 

polarity judgment and on-off analysis in the production process of 

MPO/MTP jumper.(1) 12-channel / 24-channel one-click option, no 

need to customize 24-channel equipment;(2) can detect the 

sequence state of any mpo-mpo jumper less than 24 channels;(3) 

support line sequence detection of 12 channel /24 channel fan line;(4) 

fast detection speed;(5) 7-inch color screen display, the test results 

are intuitive;(6) compatible with 9/125, 50/125, 62.5/125 core;(7) 

there is an alarm sound prompt for unqualified detection to reduce 

the misjudgment rate. Support custom 12 channel /24 channel fiber 

jumper line sequence, data power does not disappear.

Commpolar Communication,shanghai,co.,ltd.

MPO test system
Scope of application: 1. Apply 12-core, 24-core MPO jumper.2. Applicable to 

single mode 12-core and 24-core jumper.3. Dual/multi-wavelength 

simultaneous testing and display.4. Integral ball is selected to support the 

testing of special devices.5. Select wiring sequence test.

Product parameters: 1. Configure MPO test software, save and record data.

2. Test accuracy to 0.01dB, test range to 80dB. 3. Back loss test value is 

stable, back loss test is up to -75db. 4. Quick response and quick test 

completion.5. Support multi-core line sequence test and polarity test.
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CWDM/DWDM

CompactCoarse wavelength division 

multiplexers (CWDM Mux) is the low insertion 

loss version of CWDM Mux. Compared with 

traditional CWDM technology, CCWDM 

technology adopts free-space optics platform 

which can improve optical performance.

4015、4016

1156、1157

CIOE2019 数据中心主题参观路线12

Suzhou OECE Communication Co.,Ltd

Ultra-high density fiber distribution frame

This product is used to manage and 

accommodate MDA, IDA or HDA wiring area 

switching modules in data centers and is installed 

in 19-inch racks and cabinets.

Sanwa Electric Instrument Co., Ltd.

LC series of products

In order to meet the needs of advanced customers, Sanwa electric 

has launched a series of LC products focusing on high quality, high 

efficiency, high standard and high innovation! In addition, the 

exclusive engineering design team can meet the customized 

requirements! Among them, those that are well received, such as 

All in One LC Adapters, have dustproof, shock proof and radiation 

proof functions. The upcoming LC pro-slidex. A ll in One Connector 

is specially designed for high-density data center.

Shenzhen Fenglian Communication Co.,Ltd



1D35
JK362/362-PoE

1D30A

1D51

CIOE2019 数据中心主题参观路线12

HANGZHOU HIKVISION DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD

AI intelligent snapshot tube webcam

HIKVISION AI intelligent face cylinder camera is 

embedded with deep learning algorithm. Taking 

massive pictures and video resources as the 

foundation, target features are extracted by the 

machine itself to form deep face images for learning. 

It greatly improves the detection rate of target face.

Guangzhou SAT Infrared Technology Co., Ltd.

Mainstream 384*288 uncooled infrared detector, a 

variety of lens configuration optional, IP66 packaging 

grade, DDE digital detail enhancement technology, 

automatic tracking alarm function, fully compatible with 

existing network monitoring system.

Zhejiang Dali Technology Co.,Ltd

Thermal imaging network all-in-one machine

No thermalizing focusing lens, the lens focal length is not 

affected by the high and low temperature environment, 

supports the detection of boundary crossing, regional intrusion 

detection, motion detection, outdoor IP66 protection grade, 

lightning protection, surge prevention, surge prevention, 

suitable for the area, prison perimeter, dock, park, road and 

other occasions requiring day and night monitoring.



首届国际硅基光电子技术高端论坛 –硅光技术爆发在即！
The 1st Executive Forum on Silicon Photonics- Silicon photonics, 

beyond the tipping point!

2019年9月4日下午 深圳会展中心5楼菊花厅
Sept. 4 PM, 2019，Chrysanthemum Hall, 5th Floor, SZCEC

硅基光电子技术注定是一项激动人心的技术，能利用半导体制造工艺将不同的光子功能集成
在同一芯片上。与其他光子集成电路相比，硅基光电子技术的复合年增长率为最高，为34％，
主要由数据中心互联（DCI）所推动。其市场规模将从2018年的约4.55亿美元（相当于130万
套）增长2024年的约40亿美元（相当于2350万套）。除了即将到来的5G和云数据传输以外，
包括地铁，海底传输等长途传输的数据中心互联也将实现硅光子技术的大量应用。除此以外，
电信和传感器也将实现硅光子技术的增长。

Silicon photonics is an exciting technology, leveraging semiconductor manufacturing infrastructure 
to combine different photonic functionalities on the same chip. Compared with other photonic ICs, 
silicon photonics will have the highest compound annual growth rate of 34%, mostly for Data 
Centre Interconnects (DCI). The market’s value will grow from around $455M in 2018, equating to 
1.3M units, to around $4B in 2024, equating to 23.5M units. DCI from metro to long haul/subsea is 
the largest market, with coherent telecom and sensors being a minute part. 5G is coming and 
could involve large volumes in the future as well.

Join us to discuss the bright future! 

2019 Speakers: Intel, Peiking University, Sicoya, Hewlett 
Packard Enterprise, Teem Photonics, Soitec, Yole

Développement and System Plus Consulting

In total 8 high level presentations!

Full Agenda

http://www.cioe.cn/en/Intlagenda.html


About CIOE
A new formula! CIOE 2019 (through its 6 sub-expo- Optical Communication, Precision 

Optics, Laser, Infrared, Sensing and Photonics Innovation) creates a holistic business platform that 
addresses the converging ecosystems of Photonics and Optoelectronics. The interconnectivity of 
this mega-event lets you network with like-minded peers from tech industries, which includes 
information processing, consumer electronics, advanced manufacturing, sensing & measurement, 
energy, semiconductor, medical, lighting & display, defense & security.

Network with key industry players
Expect more networking, more showcases, and more content on the show floor with 

participation from key industry players such as Innolight, Hisense, YOFC, II-VI, SCHOTT, KYOCREA, 
ULIS, Thorlabs, Newport, HIK Vision, Go Edmund, Sunny Optical, Panasonice, Fanuc, Maxell, 
Velodyne, Innoviz, Hamamatsu, Robosense, Han’s Laser, Raycus and 2,000 more. Stay tuned for 
Exhibitors List.

Gain industry insights from the leading research affiliates
Presenting a knowledge powerhouse with more learning opportunities for the industry as CIOE 

secures strong partnerships with leading business intelligence and research affiliates such as YOLE 
DÉVELOPPEMENT, System Plus Consulting, Knowmade, Ovum, Light Reading, MEMS Consulting

Wide array of onsite activities and workshops
More than 50 Seminars, Workshops, Activities to keep you at the forefront of tech advances, 

including 5G Xperience zone, Smart Cities Arena, AI Village and more. View all activities

Useful Link：
Exhibitor List
Event Website
Register Now for CIOE 2019 (September 4-7, 2019; Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition Center)

http://www.cioe.cn/en/zsml/product_list.html
http://www.cioe.cn/uploadfile/20190620/8752120190620085602.pdf
http://www.cioe.cn/en/zsml/product_list.html
http://www.cioe.cn/en/
http://reg.cioe.cn/CIOE/en/index.aspx?ly=enMTP2019-Map_AE

